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ABOUT THE BOOK 

Sophie Kohl is living a nightmare. Minutes after she confesses 
to her husband, a mid-level American diplomat in Hungary, that 
she had an affair while they were in Cairo, he is shot and killed. 

Stan Bertolli, a Cairo-based CIA agent, has fielded his share of 
midnight calls. But his heart skips a beat when, this time, he 
hears the voice of the only woman he ever truly loved ask why 
her husband has been assassinated. 

Omar Halawi has worked in Egyptian intelligence for years, and 
he knows how to play the game. But the murder of a diplomat 
in Hungary has ripples all the way to Cairo, and Omar must 
follow the fallout wherever it leads. 

As these players converge on Cairo, Olen Steinhauer 
masterfully unveils a portrait of a marriage, a jigsaw puzzle of 
loyalty and betrayal, against a dangerous world of political 
games where allegiances are never clear and outcomes are 
never guaranteed. 

 
QUESTIONS AND TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION 
 
1. When Emmett and Sophie Kohl are in Prague on honeymoon, Emmett buys Sophie a small Lenin bust as a gift. 

After he gives it to her on the street, a little boy, age seven or eight, grabs the bust from Sophie and throws it 
into the river. Sophie says that even after twenty years she hasn’t been able to shake the feeling that she and 
Emmett were “being made fun of.” Why did this little boy’s action make her feel so foolish? And what could 
have compelled the little boy to do this?  
 

2. Emmett and Sophie’s days in war-torn Yugoslavia haunt the novel. Why did they want to visit Yugloslavia in the 
first place?  What do you make of their “war tourism?” Is this behavior any different from buying soviet kitsch? 

 
3. Sophie learns of Stumbler via Wikileaks.org. How does the insertion of these Wikileaks documents affect your 

reading? Why do you think Olen Steinhauer chose to include them?  
 
4. The Cairo Affair is told through multiple perspectives, and we get to know each central character via a variety of 

viewpoints. What are the advantages of this type of structure? 
 

5. How does Stan's portrayal of Emmett differ from Sophie's? Do you deem either perspective more believable? 
Why or why not? 
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6. Zora is described as having “the face of someone with a whole world of tragedy behind her; she had a refugee’s 

face.” What does having “a refugee’s face” mean? How does this characterization of Zora affect your 
impression of her? 
 

7. When John is driving Jibril through Libya, they pass a sign that had previously been written in Arabic. Now it has 
been spray-painted over with the words, “Welcome to Free Libya.” John and Jibril both silently wonder why it 
had been written in English. What are the possible reasons the sign was written in English? 

 
8. Jibril asks John to promise to burn the leather-bound book if anything should happen to him. If you were in 

John’s situation what would you have done? Would you promise to burn the book and keep your promise? Or 
would you make the promise, but hand over the book to the authorities? How does this dilemma relate to the 
novel’s key theme of loyalty?  

 
9. When Sophie returns to Cairo after her husband’s murder, she almost immediately sleeps with Stan. Do you 

judge her harshly for this action? If so, did your impression of Sophie change as the full story (and her 
predicament) comes to light by the novel’s close? 

 
10. Steinhauer employs very direct foreshadowing at times. When Stan says goodbye to Sophie the morning after 

they sleep together, we are told that Stan will never see Sophie again. Do you feel like this “gave away” the 
story? Or did you find this technique made the story even more suspenseful?   

 
11. Even though The Cairo Affair is a work of fiction, it deals with contemporary, “ripped from the headlines” issues. 

The characters in the novel have conflicting views on what kind of role the United States should or should not 
play in the revolution percolating in Libya. Did the novel affect your perspective and opinion on this topic? If so, 
how? 

 
12. John is an avid reader of poetry and Steinhauer inserts lines from John’s favorite poets throughout the novel. 

Why do you think Steinhauer uses these quotations? Do the lines of poetry reveal something that prose 
cannot? 

 
13. At Harvard, Sophie was taught to question everything, and, as a result, she feels as if she has no beliefs. One of 

the things she most admires about Zora is her ability to believe strongly in certain ideals. Sophie sees Zora as 
“Rational, yet utterly unafraid of conviction.” Are other characters in the novel also “unafraid of conviction? If 
so, which characters?  

 
14. When Sophie is given the option to kill her husband’s murderer, she thinks “the truth was that she wanted this, 

not for anyone but herself. She had also wanted it in Yugoslavia, though Emmett had taken it from her.” What is 
the “it” that Sophie wanted? Considering the circumstances, do you consider Emmet’s actions in Yugoslavia and 
Sophie’s in Egypt to be murder?  

 
15. Once all the facts are in, do you believe Sophie is partially to blame for her husband’s murder? 
 
16. Near the end of the novel, Zora reveals a sentimental side. She says that she has always liked Sophie and will 

mourn the loss of what they built together. Does this make you see Zora in another light, or do you still see her 
as manipulative and self-interested? Do you think Sophie shares this sentiment and also misses her days as a 
spy? 
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
OLEN STEINHAUER was inspired to write his widely acclaimed historical crime series, which preceded 
this contemporary series, while on a Fulbright fellowship. The books in that series are two-time Edgar 
Award finalists, and have been shortlisted for the Anthony, the Macavity, the Ellis Peters Historical 
Dagger, and the Barry awards. 
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